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THE WHITE HOUSE 

-· 

EYES ONLY 

ME..\110RA.J.~DUM FOR: 
. ~ \, 
- ..... SECR.rt.TARY VilLLlA.M P. ROGERS 

- - -.s.E-CP~ET • .I\.R Y ELLIOTT .RICHARDSON 

FROM: 
-.. 

. _MR. VliLLIAI\1: E. TTh-iMONS 
DR_. HENRY A. KISSINGER 

. : .. ~ ·~---, · .--'. THE PRESIDENT 

I·.am .sending thl~'"-~~~o~~ri~~ -~~Eyes: bru~'~ not beca~-se· it h~~-
.. ... ~ .. ; 

< ·.. .._ '.,. -:~ .-

Top Secret information in it1 but becau.se it wou\d not be helpful 
to have a Inemora::1dux:n of this type hit the press and ther~by 
raise an issue with the Congress that w~ are tryip.g to lobby the Congress 

~ . . ' . 
I AP.P. a massive problem developing with;~ ~1::: ~=::.~::-::::.: with rct-;~•d. 
i.v we :Ueiense budget and the Foreign AsSIStance budget. Part of this 
problem is already showing itself insofar as the statements that have 
been made about aid to North Vietnam. The other part shows itself 
when Congressmen and Senators. come in ~nd say that they are !or our 
ceiling on spending but ~ey want .. to change_ th~ priorities!' ~ 

. 
·. W_e·have the ·congress in the hard place: ·They know they will be on the 

wrong side of the issue i£ they vote for spending above our ceilirg which 
. c~l!ld l~ad to a pri.ce increase or .3. tax i::1crease or both •. CvlisequenUy, 
in o1·der to support their pet dornestic projects, they are going to have 
to take it out of the. Defense and.Foreign Assistance budgets. 

Too often in the past four years, the primary r~sponsibility for getting 
the votes on the ABl\1 and the other tough issues has been left to the 
Congressional Liaison Office o! the \Vhite House_ with, of .course, very 

. .. -

. -~trong assistance from the State Deparb.nent and the Defense Department. 
Both the Defense Department al)d the State Department have done a superb 

· job over these past four years in working t.~e members of the Committees 
• who handle their affa.irs. \Vhat we need now is to ha.v~ both St:-~.te C~.IJ.d • 

De!ens.€" wrr.,k r"i. t 1~ e iiliit i»n ~wt~Pess rather than concentrating p1·irnarily 
on theil;' Com.rnittees. It means a great deal n:o re to a Congressxnan or 

. a Senator ·who is not on the .Foreign Relations Comrnittee, for example_. 
tl i( to be talked to by the Secretary of State cr one of tl1e Under Secretaries 

or a.n Assistant Secretary, !or that matter. By the sarne tokenJ> it means 
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·'· a great deal more to some Congressman or Senator who is not on 
the Armed Services Committee to have the Secretary of Defense or the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs or one of the Assistant Secretaries or 
Deputy Secretaries of Defense talk to him. · 

What is really involved here is the PQll!siJ2L~!?_L.J.~s,.,.ox,;fallu.:r..e-.-
of our en!~r.e for¥.ig£ .• ;oolicy and of our initi!,!;ive.~ .. tow~..;LE!t~.£.!;. which have 
ha~ such great momentum in 1972. Our SALT talks with the Russians 
and the MBFR talks later in the year~~~;stro;;..,~ _we _!;ave 
substantia ,, - · .. · ,. ~w that time. And, of course, 
t...'le whole peac:e.~~ttl~;:::nent L'l-Vi.etaa:x:n d~ upon OYI abili.,Ft: tp h,:?,].d 
Foreign Assistal!Se at U~ nre~~n~el and to defeat any attempt to 
cuE ~orth Vietnam out of the Foreign .L?-ssistance recipients • 

. 'l:inunons should. make a tho,~ough study, in cooperation ,mth the 
Congressional Liaison people in both Stc;~e and Defepse, of 7v~~I..membe,; 
of the Hous"e and Senate w'fio could potentially be enlisted on our side 
in these issues. Then, on~ mg.c-to-rnAn has.i.s, it is essential that 

l
each one be covered, ar,.Q. s;;~~ §QQll. Wnat is important is to keep 
tJi'.i'&QJion ;;&?:~~.t.a '".eve li'li:9.t~:r.i'u-it~~eJJ;e.rs .which will c;;':Umit 
them on ~k.i,og hu~.~.cut,~Defense or opp.osing aid to North Vietnam 

.so that we will find it impossible to turn them around later. 

The primary targets·, of course, should be thJ:; Re;mbli~ans .<;!!.d 
Southern, D.,2n;o.:;Q-ts. Then try to pick un as many Nortl;Jero :Oru:nocrats 
as possible, as well as some of the Liberal Renublicans. 

I think the best way to handle this is for the Secretary of State to 
ch9;ir &,gp;;wp maW; ,HJl of th.e ~~~tatX: Q!.§.tilte, the Secretarz.. ~f Defer;se . 
and Bil,!:. J;iml1lons, and whatever other people you want from these 
var1ous offices. Let's get a g,<;,;~~ :e,~n.and then see to it that it is 

\ 

followed up. Timmons will have t_he responsibility for doing the 
.technical work. As far as th~ co,r,;_tac~; are concerned,. the primary 
burden musi: be borne by the State Department and th~ Defense "Je?art!T'.er..t. 

) . . . . -
Kissinger's office can be helpful with s~ra:J..gf th!a,,indi~uals involved 
but, generally speaking, we would like to have this effort carried on· 

·outside of fllii: Whiba..lolouse rather than from the White House alone • .. 

I _,,- •:-.• 

.. 





Secretary of Defense James. Schlesinger 
Intervie•..red by Newsmen 
Following Appearance before 
Sanata Armed Services Subcommittee 
Tuesday, August l3t.l974 

Q: ~~. Schlesinge~, there's obviously going to be a new effort 
Cong~ess to cut the size of the military forces. What did you tell ~he 
Co~ttee this morning along that line? 

A: I pointed out that our military manpower is 40 percent belov the 
EY 68 level; that i.t1 s 20 percent beloW' the pre-war level of 1964. We have 
sh~~k by 600~000 men compared to pre-war; we are .lo~er.than we were in the 
1950's. He are a.'t the lowest point that we have been since prior to Korea and 
that at the same time the external capabilities that ~e seek to balance have 
grown and tha~ consequently, we should , not have further reductions in 
military manpo~er. 

Q: How then can you enable President Ford to cut spending? He's trying 
to. get a balanced budget and he 1 s asking for help from. all hi.s Cabinet officers. 
How can you help him? 

A;_· I~m afraid that we are getting a little bit more help fro~ the 
Congress in tha~ respect than we des~re. As you know. the markup by the House 
Appropriations Co~ttee cut the Department of Defense by about $3.7 billion. 
In recent years what we have di.aeovered is that in any economy drive the 
Department of Defense is asked. to take a disproportionate share of the 
reductio~s. Wa would seek to avoid that this yaar. 

Q: Since more than half of.}~ur budget is for personnel, do you think 
that's where any cuts could come~ if it did come? 

A: I would think that the reductions in military personnel over recent 
years have been substantial and that the Congress would be careful in further 
cuts in that area. As you know, we hav~ a 32,000-man reduction already 
a~thorized for civilians. 

i Q: There.was some talk:in the session this morning that the all volunteer 
concept may just become too expensive to continue. What were your thoughts 
along that line~ . 

A: That is an issue that we hope that we do not have to face. l<lhat the 
Chairman of the Committee suggested was that against tight budgets we might 
reach a point that we could not buy equipment for our fo~ces and continue to pay 
our men market rates. Under those circumstances we would be faced with a hard 
choice about the all volunteer force, but I do not think we have reached those 

·conditions yet. 

Q: Even if you went back to the draft. if there was ne~o1 legislation to 
authorize the draft again~ you wouldn't save any money would you unless you 
reduced the salaries of the people who ure coming in? . 

A: That is correct.and we would need substantial.changes in legislation. 
We would be able to avoid for the draftees f~rther increases, but even that would 
require legislative changes. · . 
~ Q: A close friend of ·President Ford, 
~n Sunday after ~eeting privatelY with the Pr~s 
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SO to 75,000 military personnel would be in the offing if the President is 
really serious about reducing federal spending because othen.rise the 
President only cuts social programs; there would be liberals who will say you 
~ant to keep the senerals happy but you're not ~lling to help out the needy. 
If the I?reaident came to you and said, "Can we absorb a reduction of 50,000 
people?", in spite of your earlier comments, do you think you could possibly 
find a way? 

~: A President is very persuasive when.he talks to you in those teres. 
I would nope he would not put the question in those terms. 

Q: The President seems to agree with you that· :strength is the way to 
detente. How do you maintain strength without the manp~er? 
-A: I think that ia an excellent question. We. cannot. We must recognize 
that President stated last night that the U.S. should remain the premier 
power in the ~or ; that we should not become a second class power and that 
the American public will have to be prepared to pay the costs of maintenance 
of !lm.eric.an mi.litary strength. · 

Q: During the months of the Watergate problem, did you notice any 
indication by the Soviet Union that their policies toward us were affected by ~bei 
view of our domestic political situation7 

A: I think that one could only speculate on Soviet motives with regard 
to such a possibility. What they perceived in the. United States~ they were 

'not particularly forthcoming. Whether that is a reflection of their underlyL~ 
policy or whether that reflected a tendency to wait until the clarifications of 
uncertainties in the u.s., is a question that I'm in no position to answer.· 

~·. . 

Q: The other day you assured the President that you would stay. Were 
you thinking of during the transitional period or (inaudible)? 

A: There is no particular termination date to my present position~ 

Q: Since that New Republic article. has there been any change of feeling 
in the President? He seemed to indicate that if he became President. you may not 
stay too long. Have you noticed a change? 

A~ I don't know, I think that's part of the article you referred to. 
The other part was that he had very high regard for the performance in 
the job. He was concerned about the relations with Congress. You wou~d have 
t.o inquire of the President whether his attitude has changed in that regard .. 

(A

Q·.·. He has asked you to stay t.~ough1., 
He has~ - ..-. ~ _.1 
*- END 
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'i'his w~s dropped off by Dick Larry and he 
would like to talk to you about it. 

His number is: 412 281-4910 

Bonnie 
11/07 11:35 a.m. 
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November 1, 1974 

TRIDENT HISSILE DEFENSE SYSTEM 
AND SUBMARINE BASE 

The Pacific Legal Foundation is moving 
which threatens the viability of one of our 
defense programs. 

in _litigation 
~-s~mest priority 

A national coalition of "envirorunentalists 11
, headed by "Concerned 

About Trident", has filed suit against the Department of Navy in the 
United States District Court for the District of Columbia to halt the 
Trident missile defense system and ~onstruction of the Trident missile 
submarine support site in Bangor, Washington. 

The Trident submarine is the Navy's latest system for national 
defense. It represents the next evolutionary step from the polaris 
and poseidon class submarines which are now obsolete in comparison to 
the latest Soviet submarine advances. 

"Concerned About Trident 11 argues that the Navy has failed to file 
a sufficient environmental impact statement pursuant to the National 
Environmental Policy Act. The fact is that the Navy has developed a 
massive five-volume environmental impact statement covering all 
reasonable environmental impacts of the· submarine base. 

It is the Pacific Legal Foundation's position that the plaintiffs' 
claims are spurious, that preservation of national defense has priority 
over NEPA, and that congress' constitutional power to maintain the Navy 
is plenary and not subject to judicial interference. Should plaintiffs 
win in this case, the Foundation anticipates similar suits against other 
national defense programs, using this case as a precedent. 

Thus, the Foundation intends to take all action necessary to 
ensure that this suit does not threaten the Trident missle defense 
system and does not hinder the speedy completion of the Trident sub
marine base in Bangor, Washington. 

.RoY A, <;' 12.€6~ 'Sr 
E]<,., V 1 c_ "G P.e..Gs 
v .· 
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MEMORANDUM 

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL 

MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

May27, 1975 

...fACKMARSH 
MAX FRIEDERSDORF 

LES JANKA~ 
Mini-LIG on DOD Budget Debate 
in the Senate, Wednesday, May 28, 
11:00 a.m. , Situation Room 

To prepare for the Senate debate on the Defense Department Authoriza
tion Bill scheduled for June 2-6, we have scheduled a mini-LIG meeting 
between White House and DOD Congressional liaison offices. The 
specific objectives of the meeting are: 

-- To brief White House staffers on the key issues and amend
ments under consideration. 

-- To ensure that DOD has fully prepared necessary supporting 
materials. 

-- To work out jointly a strategy for winning key votes and 
mobilizing all possible resources to defeat undesirable amendments. 

-- To identify swing Senators and develop target lists for 
contacts on specific issues. 

-- To provide an opportunity for the White House staff and 
NSC staff to review the speeches and fact sheets prepared by DOD to 
ensure proper quality and policy consistency. 

The DOD delegation will be headed by Dick Fryklund and in addition to 
Don Sanders, will include one of the top Congressional liaison officers 
from each of the Services. 

' 
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t' 1, _'1..fJ75~ ~CONGRESSIONAL -~CORD-_SENATE:~ . • 
-

. ~ ·8 :14749: 
defe~ function -will be busted . ~ I ·;thought· ~ mwt&J::V:,Jirocurement ·. --ifr ... G~::::~ilr;·r~dent;~;.POiJit: 
n-to the tune _of . $5>4 'billion bill was .too b1g wh@.- 1~ left.~e Sena~_.,: of order.-- '-':.;..·~ '•:--. .-~;r~~-; ·· . ·1;.,.~ H\' 
t;: authority •and ·$4.1. bllllon·.in , And. it retums~t;o~us"'blggerstill...Let us Mr. MANSFIELD~-:I-~·move·.to lay the· 
r budget discipline Is-needed-. '_::.give the tax_payers.and the..human n~ !JlOtion on the table. -: • ~. <. 
~iDlY iS-then the -place tct:- of this. nation..oan endorsement on this · - Mr; GRIFFIN. Mr . .President, is ii J:no.:; 
:'Cisfug it is here and. the time- vote. Let us make it clear to the other tion to :reconsider in-{)rder coming from.· 
n:thisvote.·r."S.~'""-.r.· ·: . . -~; ·..,.._ .body. ~d to the publi~ atJarge that we the Senator from Maine? ·: :• ;~;..--:.·.:~ 
cif. us-:- who.:worlted for. a ·more: are .senous .about- this ·nevr .budgetary Th~ VICE PRESIDENI'.-'The..Beri&tP~ 
set-of ..priorities in the congres- process--" that w~.- are· not ·JUSt playing is qualified_ to.make the. motion.-_::._; -:.;_. :..: .. c • 

dget"; those of ·us -:who argued games. Let us reJ~ct this conference re-. · Mr. ·MANSFIELD; Mr.,>,Eresident,· "I'~- . 
1:- 'tAl.devote more of..our..-all-.too port:. · · . - .- - ~-- - ~ .-. ·' • -- .. · · ·. · move. to lay- that: motion. on- the....tablci.~:-. "'-
ldgeta.rY· resources· to---people; :_ . The.PRESIDINGOFFICER; The q~es~ _ · .Mr. ToWER·: Mr~-President; 1 aslt-!ior'~·,:·:· '"" 
)mgraJ:nSj.t.Ocl'rogrims ip.::&grt-·::. tion is on agr~r.to .-~e ~er~ .;~?:, the yeas and nays. :.:;-~:~;t ::.-•.::-{:-c -:-::"'; '': ~~.;..~ ~-._:_,~_{..-
~ealth;:~ucation•&nd,man-;:: POrt. ,.,. . " --.~ - _ - ~t~ · _, Th~--vrcE PRESID~~ .Is" the~·~.; . ;. .wrognuns that· would~a-eo.te~. ~yeas and-pays:hav~_ been o~ered. - ·sume1ent.s~nd ~n;. tl!e ·motion· to . ~b~e.;, 
~e':economy;--we· were ~~ . .t;[~_,__The clerk -will Call· the roll. - . _ -- the. motlon·. to ·reconsider?· :There- is"_a :", -. 
told;tn&t~the -deficit we.face. is i.< -The legislat~ve ·clerk calle~ the roll: .su1!icient.seeond: ·: ·:· , ··· - · · · • : · ·-. · . ,:, ;_i:i 

ltba11ilie' threat ·of infiation -js· Mr. ROBERT 'Ct BYRD. I .announce The clerk 'Will ca.Jl the ·roll. · 
~.~t-nowis'llOtthetime."~ that :the Senator from:M!ssissippi <Mr7 The assistant · lelrtslative clerk pro- -
tnstances-:'when we do .get the EAsTLAND), .<·and.~ the Senator from ceeded to call the-roll . . · , . . _ ~ 
lb"~voie:·_for·:~ set of•:Priorities~- Wyoming~-t<Mr .. Mc:(lEE)_ . a~;e ,necessarily Mr. MANSFIEi.D;. ~?1!Pi'li$1dent, as . • _ 
i.1lef~t - from· ·the PreSident~s. jibsent. · ~ · .:• __ .,,_ .,.,;;;.··-~-i-'.P...: :>'~ ···' ~:· long as .the Members:.are'here; ri:u\y -we::~ ·-- • 
•rerespOnsive-to~andeeo-- . ·.I: further:announce:~t~ _~na.tor ' havea.lO-minuterollcall?-'-- . ~ :;~t'-~; 
~ ·-to-human needg....:..;.as often from Rhode Island· <Mr. PELL).:,::and the The' VICE PRESIDENT.--'W1thout .-ob-· · • 
f~t :hit -with -another White Senator: from Illinois ·<Mr . . Sn:VENSON) jection, it is so ordered..~~·.-.-- . · _._ :<; ~;;-;,~;,.,. ~- ~ 
li;'•etget.told that we are cross--~e absent en-omciaEbUSlness; ~~ The clerk will;eontinuea.lling:thu·oll!.:~::.~. _ 
~.illne-that the 'President · - . L 1urther, ' announce; ·tha.t. ~--!! ·present - The ~is~t legis.lathoe.clerk: reswil~?~~i 
w:;..,,-:~"'<- - ~- --.: • ·:and :voting. the Senator from Illinois <Mr;.. the call of -the roll .; .. :~'"-::.,.: -.... , ... ~,::.- ·"'-"=:--.;1.-
~,._- ... _.-~.,_ . ~- - l .- ... -~-~ .. . .-· __ ... ,, f., ..... ·. 
ongress drew some lines too. __ STEVEN5oJOJ)_·would·vote ;:•:nay.'' - . - Mr. NELSoN:Mr:Piesl.d.en't;thereare~:,~c .:,:. 
~t: concurrent resolution we '·"_Mr. ·GRIFF'IN~-.J' announce that the 'Members conversing-in_ the aislesi'· and?";<'.: 
.own deficit. line, and ·we .also Senator..-f.rom. Haw~ii <Mr. PoNG). the staft' members. I think·we ought-to.lui.ve."..;-.::7. 
te ~ liries _-i.ndicating --where we Senator. ·'from -· ·Arizona <Mr. GoLD- . order in the Senate before we proceed-<,~ .... ; 
priorities to be. Arid, 1f we ~' WATEa) ~ the Senator from :New York <Mr.... with the rollcall. --.- . : ~ ...... _ .:.!¥"<~: ~-~, 
:onference report and-sanction .JAvrrs).,.. tbe_.-Senator . from~ois <Mr. The .viCE .PRESIDENT ... Let there :be " 
;ive. and unnecessary-military·:· PERCY) ;:and the-Senator ~rom·O!»O CM.r; order ·m :the Senate;,iplease, before ·iWe . 
. t calls .for. then we are erossing TArr), are-~nt on offic1al busmess. ':~, ·proceed with·the .rollcall:'-¥·"' _ ~ · ~_, .. ;. .. ..-.-~ 
se:,line&-we are crossing .our ~- further _ announce that,:·if ~nt " Mr.' NELSON.- M.r: President:there'-are:~' "· 
tline as wen as t.be.President's: and voting,::.tbe ~nator"' fro¢·· Arizona Members back here wh<rdid not-heat' the':._ ,. ~ • 
r:--coui>le of months; we ,are go- · -<Mr. GoLDWATEJt) .--would -vote •-'aye.~~;;;':..' gavel, -and some· over.there,:too:. ·- :~·-.t::{r~>J=; ~ 
debating a Second Concurrent On this --vote. the Senator from Illinois -, · The VICE.PRESIDENTi-May.we:h&vi.-_..t:t.: 
L:On~eBudget. If we do not <Mr. PEJ!CY) · is .Paired-with;<tbe Senator order in theSenate ·please?:.- = ·.(.'...-;."": .. {-. .;~ '· 
iii eiercising-the-discipline re- ~~trom Ohio-(Mr ... .!l'An) ...:..:-.:.:.-:=·.-: · - _, .. :_ . Mr. NELSON: Ther~·.iS':'a-·Mem~r.';~£-? .-
;tick relatively close to 'the 1irst }If . . present:·and--·voting;-(--the::Senator_ .; the . rear; =at ·the doorf-who·did not·heu"-:·.:· ;. :·. · 
-we had better be jJrepared to "-.t_roni· Ohio· would -~ote- yea ~md ·the Sen· the gavel; Mr; Presideiit:C'f .. ;:- . --'-~~Jf::;~~- -c
lcit that is .also vea-y dJJferent a tor ~r.om·Illinol&<woUld 'vote nay::- .· . .. . . _The· VICE PRESIDENT: :1 will -ii,ve~Jt' ~ ~; -
• m the-first -on~.- I _ trust that The-TeSUit was _ a:~o~~yeas ~~; ··to him again. I have-a bigger gavel m·my~ · :,t, . 
·vote·forhis eonference.rep~:)J1 ~ays -~~~_:f~~~Jj!~~~;~'~;.·. -~:.::;-.. 'office. : ._ __ ,_ ' ,::~--,:-;;.~.;-·_ . . • ·-·~:'f;:.r~::"'. 
nize.=.that. th1s ·is -where ft .-all · 'iRdle8h vote-N9:'37t::Let.l ,_ Mr: NELS01;'l.-:Tl'ieriHI.te'tw'o.Members_ 
:"USt that they will not be~~~-; . ~ ::·~;< ''·'":: . .....,_~:"e.r~~ -- ·. "· ·-~- on the <:>ther ·side, .iilcluding the m¥lority:.: '· 
JSe ofcus on 1.he Budget Com.:. .- ·.Ail;n-:? • H~-- · --~· - ~·~~;' = ~ --- . ~es.der, who did not hear·the gavel, .---=~:~ •. , .. ~ 
d aslc1ng·.\is. ~ere did that Baker·~ • !~rusk& ~,~:--:WDllamL. The ·.VIcE· PRESIDENT . . ·wm~ :the · , · 
1e from?" _ Bartlett -- , mouye - Sp~Jonan Members please ·take· their · seats before.::·· ' 

'd t -I ..:::O:u . - . . d . . Brock .Ja.cltson-: ·Btennla . ' th llcall . tin. ' . • ' ·- • .. - ... -S1 en , _ ucueve. -:we. nee . an- Buckley·_. ..... - "Laxalt .. ~ stevens · .... .- .,.,.,- e ro -con ues . _ . _ . . .. ...,.,. .• ,, ., 
farm ·program more than we Byrd, _ .. - . · Long .. ;--.. , StoDe · ·. - Mr. NELSQN;·There-a:-e Members;-_)!1'~~!; 
r bomber. I believe we need the · Bal'r7 1!'.~ Jr. xeaenur . '.>'Sym.tngton - President; in the ceriter ·aisle .who lla.v~~:~·-
.... t of our natural ·resources B:vrd,RobertC.Mccture . · --Talmadge · notheardthegavel - ........ · ~·c,...~·~-"'-'·~:.t"'·:-:~ ,.. ., · . ~ <:anJion -· Montoya 'Thurmond · -- · . · · ; .. -- ·' -· ...... ' or;•: 
cularly -our 1JC)tential-for· en- Curtis lolorgan Tower · _ Mr. ROBERT·C,·BYRD. Mr.·President, 
renewable sources more .than -Farul1n - Nunn .TunneY. will the .senato.- froiJl:Wisconsin use. hiS ·.-. .. , ~-

a SAM-D missile. I believe we ~- ='! ;m_~ microphone? . ,·. -·-·- ~ · . .,. -):::: 
elp -solve . the-problems 'of our - 'lfan8etl- .. lUbicofr - .Young ·- Mr.- NELSON .. I think_, 'Mr:-President:; :_, · ' 
>ple·more than we need MARV Hathaway: Scott, HUCh :that the rollcall ougbt:; to ·be7·hel~ .. · 
Ldded to ·the abundanee. -·of -·NAY~B ~ T!le'VICE PRESroENT.Debate'is:tiot. "/ 
nissfies we·already·have. I be- Abourezk .. -nomentct Magnuson .:in order during a rollea.ll.~The Senator 
eed to ·work on ·:R.U'81 develop- Bayh' - - Eagleton . Manstield :. has made the point.' I shall..:hit the gavel 
~the problem of rural ho~g ==~~ · Ford :"'Mathias - _once mo_re ~d ask the ;~nat.Ors to:..please-_ 
we need-an expensive -and~=-· Bentsen _: ~=:·;~ .. · · ~~~- take th¢r};e~~.:!l'h~~ c1:J;lc:,. rollcall will. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 18, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: JACK MARSH 

FROM: BRENT SCOWCROF~y' 

In reply to your memorandum of this date concerning Jack Norton 1 s 
urging that a number of pending general officer nominations should 
be expedited, I have taken the liberty of passing the matter on to 
Jim Connor who is responsible for staffing military nominations in 
the White House. I agree with your assessment that every effort 
should be made to move promptly on these nominations. 

_ ...... 

' < 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

June 18, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR: BRENT SCOWCROFT 

FROM: 

A mutual friend, General Jack Nor to , whom I have known for a 
number of years, called me from Naples to advise me that he will 
be retiring. Jack pointed out that there is pending in the White 
House a list of general officers and flag rank nominations, which 
if sent to the Senate and acted on pdor to July 4th, would have a 
very favorable impact on achieving an orderly transition of these 
nominees into their new NATO posts. 

He indicated that if the confirmations did not occur prior to 
July 4th, their reporting date would be substantially delayed, 
thereby making their move into their new assignments more 
difficult. 

Can you give me any guidance on this?·. 

Many thanks. 

., ~--

·.-'7--"--: ;--::----,--.., 
-



MEMORANDUM FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

September 12, 1975 

JOHN MARSH, JR. 

MAX FRIEDE:f\SDORF ~. I 
VERN LOEN v.t,. {) 
TOM LOEFFLE.a<(7'L. 

~EP 1'2 1975 

SUBJECT: Status of the House Armed Services 
Committee Hearings on Military 
Involvement in Drug Testing 

The Subcommittee on Investigations of the House Armed Services 
Committee, under the direction of Chairman F. Edward Hebert 
(D. -La.) held an initial hearing on September 8, 1975 in an effort 
to ascertain the scope of military involvement in drug testing. 
This hearing is the first in a series of hearings to be held by 
the Subcommittee on the general topic of drug experimentation 
by the armed services. 

On September 8, Mr. Charles Ablard, General Counsel for the 
Army, appeared before the Subcommittee as the Administration 
witness and in behalf of the Army. Future hearings will require 
the appearance of witnesses representing all the services, the 
office of the Secretary of Defense, and possibly persons outside 
the government. 

These hearings are viewed by the Committee counsel as being 
a ''Long term affair''. In view of Chairman Hebert's recently 
incurred injury and hospitalization, subsequent hearings will 
be further delayed until the Chairman is able to resume a full 
schedule. 
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DEC 18 1975 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 17, 1975 

MEMORANDUM FOR JACK MARSH 

FROM: MIKE DUVAL 

SUBJECT: CHARLIE KIRBOW 

Charlie would like your advice as to whether or not he should 
gear up a "letter writing" campaign, showing the support he 
has among Senators for the Assistant Secretary job at Defense. 

He says he needs your advice now, because he has another offer 
and needs to know whether he's under active consideration and, 
if so, how he should go about it. 
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.. 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON. 0. C. 20301 

Honorable John L. McClellan 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense 
Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This responds to your request for an assessment of the implications 
of recent trends in the military balance between the U.S. and the Soviet 
Union. 

Forecasting the future inevitably involves great uncertainty. This 
is especially the case in considering the future overall military balance 
between the United States and the Soviet Union, since that balance will 
be determined by the actions taken or not taken by both nations in the 
context of what is desired of their military forces. One cannot easily 
calculate a "crossover point, 11 a specific point in time when an objective 
judgment could be made that one nation had moved unambiguously ahead in 
the overall military balance. The question becomes more manageable, 
however, if each of the key balances is considered separately. 

For each of the key balances, I will summarize some of the major 
indications of the trends to date, and discuss their implications for the 
future. And since the future military balance will depend greatly on the 
level of resources devoted to the defense programs, and especially 
research and development, of the United States and the Soviet Union, I 
will also briefly discuss the trends in the military investment balance 
between the two nations. 

The Strategic Balance 

We seek to maintain essential parity in this most critical of the 
military balances. We believe such parity presently exists, and that the 
forces we maintain and the development and deployment programs proposed 
will ensure that it continues to exist. 

The crucial considerations are the ability to deter the Soviet Union, 
preservation of our retaliatory capacity, its adequacy to inflict desired 
levels of damage, and the flexibility to preserve a measure of deterrence 
even after the onset of nuclear warfare if initial deterrence should fail. 
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We must respond to the increasing possibility that major asymmetries 
will develop between U.S. and Soviet strategic forces because of the 
momentum in Soviet offensive and defensive programs, and that the Soviet 
strategic capability could come to be viewed as superior to that of the 
United States. In terms of quantitative measures, the Soviets lead in 
numbers of delivery vehicles, megatonnage, and throw weight, while the 
U.S. has an advantage in number of warheads. Qualitative factors such as 
accuracy, reliability, survivability, and command and control probably 
have as much impact on overall force effectiveness as the more obvious 
quantitative factors. 

Over the past year the Soviets have begun the deployment of three 
new larger ICBMs and appear ready to deploy a fourth. The new ICBMs, 
with accurate MIRVed warheads, will improve the capability of the Soviet 
Union to threaten the survivability of our existing land-based ICBM 
forces. The Soviets are also going to considerable lengths to protect 
and harden their new generation ICBMs and their launch control and commu
nications facilities. Every new SS-17, SS-18 and SS-19 missile they 
deploy is going into modernized hard silos, and associated launch control 
facilities are in silos rather than bunkers. In SLBMs the Soviets have 
deployed missiles whose 4,200 nautical mile range exceeds that of any 
deployed U.S. SLBM. Soviet production and deployment of the Backfire 
heavy bomber enhances their capabilities in long-range bombers. 

Meanwhile Soviet advances in technological aspects of weaponry in 
which the United States has customarily held a substantial lead, such as 
accuracy and MIRVing, threaten to erode or eliminate that lead in the 
future. In modernizing our own strategic nuclear forces, we must ensure 
t~at there could be no real or fancied Soviet advantage in a first strike 
attack against the United States, and that no significant real or imagined 
asymmetry favoring the Soviet.Union exists in overall strength and capa
bilities. 

A major possible asymmetry does exist with respect to civil defe~se. 
The Soviets have devoted very substantial resources to a civil defense 
program which includes evacuation of urban populations in advance of 
hostilities, construction of shel~ers in outlying areas, and compulsor~ 
training in civil defense for much of the Soviet population. · They have 
energetically sought to achieve survivability in their command and control 
systems through dispersal, redundancy, hardening, concealment and mobility. 
And the military industrial base of the Soviet Union is not only expanding, 
it is being systematically dispersed and features unutilized capacity which 
constitutes a substantial "surge" capability. The cumulative impression 
one gains from these activities is that of a nation preparing to fight and 
win a nuclear war. 

I have indicated where we believe the Soviets to be ahead, and where 
they are making gains. If present trends continue, the U.S. will become 
clearly inferior in strategic power at some point in the coming years, and 
the U.S. would like~y be seen as being inferior or becoming inferior some 
time prior to the crossover point. My concern is that we act now to arrest 

~- . ' ,_, 
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the unfavorable trends of the past decade~ and to lay the base for a 
sustained program of increases and impr.ovements in our own capabilities 
so as to prevent that crossover point from being reached, and to demon
strate clearly our determination to continue to maintain our position. 

Naval Balance 
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·Assessing the future implications of present trends is more difficult 
in the naval balance because historically the navies of the U.S. and USSR 
have had different missions--that is, each nation has, in the past, 
developed its naval forces for different purposes. Because of our geo
political position, the U.S. Navy has been charged with two missions: 
sea control, and projection of power ashore at a distance. The Soviet 
Union, historically basically a land power, has charged the Soviet Navy 
with the missions of sea denial, and control of waters peripheral to the 
homeland. But recent expansion of the Soviet Navy, both qualitatively and 
quantitatively, indicates that the Soviets may increasingly assign missions 
to their navy similar to those of our Navy. It is important to keep this 
point in mind as we attempt to deal with the future. 

Sea control and projection of power at a distance require surface 
ships and submarines. Sea denial requires the sinking of surface ships 
and submarines, and this task can be carried out in many ways, including 
a mix of aircraft, submarines, and surface combatants. Although we cannot 
predict a "crossover" point when the U.S. Navy would be unable to fulfill 
its missions, assuming the recent trends were not arrested, the cumulative 
~pact of this prospect can be seen by examining a few key indicators. 

The U.S. has concentrated its sea-based standoff offensive weapons in 
its aircraft carriers. The Soviets, on the other hand, have developed an 
impressive number of surface and submarine-launched anti-ship guided 
missile systems. The twelve-to-one advantage which the Soviet Union 
currently has in numbers of sea-based platforms which can deliver such 
weapons would be essentially eliminated by the mid-1980s if the programs 
we are proposing are approved. 

While the Soviets will continue to expand their amphibious forces in 
the future, we do not expect them to eliminate the present U.S. lead in 
amphibious warfare. They may, however, develop a capability to project 
power ashore at a distance which is very different from our own. For 
instance, they may choose to develop some combination of airborne assault 
and naval forces rather than mirror our Marine Corps and amphibious force. 
As the future unfolds, we will need to pay attention to the nature of 
their capability, and to exactly how they go about developing it. 

Although there may be a degree of uncertainty regarding the Soviets' 
plans to develop a power projection capability, the future in the areas of 
sea denial and sea control seems clearer--and more ominous. Unless arrested, 
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the trends in surface combatants and attack submarines, when combined with 
the modernization of the Soviet Naval Aviation force with the Backfire 
bomber, suggest that by the early 1980s the Soviets will possess more than 
sufficient numbers of modern and capable naval units to effect sea control 
missions as well as sea denial missions in those ocean areas of importance 
to them. 

In the last seven years, our active fleet has fallen from over 900 to 
about 490 ships, and we have gone from 23 to 14 aircraft carriers, with 
one additional carrier scheduled to retire from the active fleet this year. 
The Soviet Union currently leads the U.S. in numbers of major surface 
combatants--the Soviets have about 210 while the U.S. has about 175. 
Although this lead is small at present, a continuation of the recent 
trends would mean that the Soviets could increase their margin to roughly 
a two-to-one advantage in this area by the early 1980s. The U.S. ship
building program proposed in the FY 1977 Defense budget would provide for 

-rough parity in numbers of ships of this type by the 1980s. Meanwhile, 
the Soviets will continue to modernize their force with newer and more 
anti-ship and anti-submarine capable combatants which are able to operate 
for extended periods at great ranges from the Soviet Union. 

The trends in the area of attack submarines are more subtle. The 
Soviets have long maintained a larger submarine force than has the U.S.; 
over the last decade, they have held a greater than three-to-one advantage 
over the U.S. in numbers of attack submarines. The quality of their 
submarines has also been steadily improving. For instance, in 1965 about 
10% of the Soviet attack submarine force was nuclear-powered; by 1975, 
about 30% of this force was nuclear-powered. Further, they have deployed 
a large number of anti-ship missile-equipped submarines, some of which can 
launch while remaining submerged. We expect the Soviets to continue to 
replace their older diesel submarines with new, sophisticated units in the 
future; and, should rhe recent trends continue, we could expect them to 
maintain their present numerical advantage. The proposed U.S. shipbuilding 
program would, however, reduce their margin to a two-to-one advantage by 
the early 1980s. 

The Central European Balance 

In the Central Front the past decade has witnessed improvements in 
the capabilities of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact. NATO advances in the 
quantity and quality of tanks, anti-tank weapons and aircraft have led to 
a force which provides both a conventional and a nuclear deterrent. The 
Pact, on the other hand, has substantially increased its manpower, even 
considering that the addition of Soviet troops to Czechoslovakia was 
somewhat offset by the breakup of national Czechoslovakian forces. Most 
importantly, the Pact has made major improvements in the quality of its 
weapons and support for those weapons, markedly improving its ability to 
conduct Blitzkrieg war. · 
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Forecasting the future balance between NATO and the Warsaw Pact 
contains many complexities. First, in the Central Front the balance 
involves many nations, east and west. This is especially so for NATO, 
where the United States contributes less than half of NATO's standing 
forces, whereas the Soviets contribute more than 60% of the Pact's 
manpower and equipment and exert, as we know, far greater influence over 
the rest. Second, numerical indicators--numbers of tanks, men, aircraft, 
etc.--do not by themselves provide a high confidence basis to evaluate 
the balance. History has many examples of seemingly superior forces 
being defeated by an adversary who used better tactics, achieved surprise, 
or bad a plan that exploited the weaknesses of his opponent. 

But in comparing the overall manpower and number of weapons, NATO 
and the Warsaw Pact appear currently about equal, and in the future only 
marginal changes should occur. The Pact has a 1.2:1 edge in troops, 
which should remain unless a slackening of Sino-Soviet tensions or 
political crises in Eastern Europe, similar to Czechoslovakia, result in 
Soviet soldiers being sent to the Central Front. Each side has some 
numerical leadership in the weapons essential to its primary missions. 
The Pact leads in tanks by 2.6:1 and also in artillery, both required to 
support a Blitzkrieg offensive. In the future it will continue to lead 
in these areas, but the gap will not increase substantially. A change 
that is expected is an increase in the number of Pact armored personnel 
carriers, a prerequisite for rapid combined arms warfare. NATO currently 
has more APCs, but this could be reversed to the Pact's favor.·· From 
NATO's perspective it leads in weapons such as anti-tank guided missiles 
and ground attack aircraft, which are major elements of its defensive 
strategy. Improvements in ATGMs will continue. The comparative number 
of the close air support aircraft on both sides may change, however, as 
the Soviets acquire more of these aircraft while NATO's numbers remain 
relatively constant. 

The trend in the quality of weapons is less favorable to NATO than 
the quantitative balance. The Soviets have, in the past decade, made 
great improvements in the technological quality of their equipment. They 
are closing a gap that has been historically a major source of NATO 
strength--our qualitative leadership in weaponry. The seriousness of'the 
narrowing of this gap--or the loss of leadership in some areas--is unclear 
at present. In some cases NATO produces superior weapons and will continue 
to do so: for example, in combat aircraft, guided weapons and anti-tank 
missiles. In other areas the Soviets have introduced superior equipment-
multiple rocket launchers and tactical air defense systems--which pose 
threats to our air support capabilities or will provide even greater fire
power. In the future, unless changes occur, three trends will continue to 
operate that are adverse to NATO's position: while the U.S. will lead in 
laboratory technologies, the Pact will have better weapons in the field; 
the Soviet force structure will increase in overall capabilities although 
the numbers of weapons remain unchanged; and Soviet expectations of achiev
ing success in Blitzkrieg war will improve. 
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A major element of the balance which is not frequently treated is 
the tactical and operational aspect. This has many components--the 
tactical advantages accruing to the defensive or offensive role of each 
side, the reliability of the respective allies, the importance of mobili
zation and surprise, command and control, the capabilities of logistics 
and the quality and training of manpower. NATO has an edge in several of 
these--for example, our pilots are better trained and more capable, our 
communications systems are more advanced, and our logistics organization 
is more substantial. The Pact has the advantage of a more homogeneous 
mix of equipment and the choice as to the timing and nature of the attack. 
This latter advantage cannot be overstated, for the Pact, in focusing on 
a rapid, one-time major surge into Europe, can gain significant advan
tages by using surprise, and is now acquiring the type equipment designed 
to enable it to execute this plan. In the future the Soviets will 
probably be making changes in their training, logistics and doctrine to 
exploit their new technical advances. Their pilots, for example, are 
already training in ground attack roles; they are already beginning to 
improve their logistics support to front line forces; and their exercises 
have been testing more variants on war than a simple theater nuclear 
conflict. NATO will also be improving its forces through standardization 
and rationalization. 

Overall, NATO and the U.S. face a number of challenging tasks in the 
coming years. A crucial point in the balance may occur in the 1980s when 
the Warsaw Pact is numerically equivalent to NATO, technically as sophis
ticated, and tactically proficient in launching and sustaining its force 
of attack. Whether the United States will maintain an advantage overall-
one that will deter both conventional and nuclear war--will depend on 
whether programs are supported here and in NATO to deal decisively with 
these emerging Soviet capabilities. 

Military Investment Balance 

To a very large extent, where the U.S. stands relative to the Soviet 
Union in the military balance today is the resultant of decisions which 
were made many years ago. The future will be similarly dependent on those 
decisions we will now make, as well as on· the decisions made and actions 
taken by the Soviet Union. In the most general teriDS, the future military 
balance will be a function of the overall level of investment we make in 
future military capabilities, represented in the present by the procure
ment and RDT&E portions of our overall defense program. 

Over the last decade, the an~ual total allocation of resources to the 
Soviet military has increased by approximately 3% per year in real terms. 
During the same period, and in the same real terms, U.S. defense programs 
rose to a wartime peak in 1968, but have declined continuously since then 
at an annual rate of about 5%, falling below the 1965 level in 1973 and 
each year thereafter. As a result of these contrasting trends over the 
decade, the total real resources devoted annually to the Soviet military 
came to exceed the U.S. counterpart in 1970, and have done so in every 
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subsequent year; in 1975 the Soviet programs were more than 40% greater 
than those of the u.s. 
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The present pattern of the Soviet military effort outstripping that 
of the U.S. is reflected in practically every military mission area and 
resource category. Of major concern are the contrasting trends in Soviet 
and U.S. investments for future military capability. By approximately 
1970 the Soviets' military systems procurement, facilities construction, 
and RDT&E had exceeded the U.S. counterparts in total, and in the major 
parts. Moreover, support for our forces in Southeast Asia caused our 
expenditures, particularly on procurement, to swell out of proportion to 
their effects on our present military capability. Had it not been for 
these expenditures, the contrasting trends would be even more apparent. 
As early as 1967, however, Soviet procurement of weapon systems began to 
grow absolutely and in relation to the U.S. counterpart, surpassing U.S. 
procurement by approximately 13% in 1970, and standing approximately 95% 
above U.S. procurement in 1975. Particularly notable in the Soviet growth 
have been: 

The procurement of a new generation of Soviet ICBMs. In 
1975 the estimated dollar procurement costs for Soviet 
ICBMs were about three and one-half times those of the U.S. 

The procurement of new and more sophisticated Soviet aircraft 
at a rate which, in 1975, was about 30% higher than the U.S. 
counterpart. 

:The procurement of naval ships and boats which, over the 1965-
1975 period, exceeded the U.S. by 70%; and by 90% in 1975. 

The foregoing systems procurement trends are reflected in the mission 
categories which those systems are designed to support: 

Over the 1965-1975 period as a whole, the resources devoted 
· to the Soviet Intercontinental Attack program exceeded the 

U.S. counterpart by more than 50%; by 70% in the 1970s; and 
by 100% in 1975. 

Soviet resources allocated to General Purpose Forces increased 
continuously from 1965 through 1975, while, by 1971, the U.S. 
counterpart had declined from its Vietnam era maximum to the 
level of 1965. As a result, the estimated dollar costs of 
Soviet General Purpose Forces surpassed the U.S. level in 
1970; over the 1970s they have been 40% greater than the U.S., 
and 70% greater in 1975. 

All available quantitative measures indicate that Soviet investment 
in military and space RDT&E, however it,is measured, reached the level of 
the corresponding U.S. RDT&E investment at least five years ago, has been 
growing at a consistently greater rate, and nm.r exceeds the U.S. effort 
by a substantial margin. The dollar cost of the Soviet RDT&E program~-a 
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particularly rough measure--has increased continuously in real terms over 
the past decade, while the U.S. RDT&E program has declined through the 
1970s. As a result, the Soviet program measured in these real terms 
matched ours in 1970, and has exceeded ours in every year since; by 
roughly 65% in 1975. In more concrete terms, during the period 1970 
through 1974, the Soviet Union increased the number of scientists and 
engineers in research and development from approximately 600,000 to 
approximately 750,000. Over the same period, our total R&D force decreased 
from 550,000 to 528,000. Moreover, about one-quarter of the U.S. R&D 
personnel are engaged in military projects, but the proportion of Soviet 
R&D personnel directed to military projects is estimated to be much 
larger, perhaps as high as 70%. 

The intensive effort to advance Soviet military technology has had a 
dramatic impact upon the new generations of Soviet weaponry which have 
been fielded since the mid-1960s, and with increasing tempo in the 1970s. 
In all major categories--strategic missiles, aircraft, major ground force 
weapons, and naval vessels--the new Soviet weapons are significantly more 
capable than their predecessors. Indeed, one of the most important things 
that has been happening is the degree to which the newer generation of 
Soviet weapons has closed the earlier large qualitative gap with individual 
U.S. weapons. Indeed, for the first time there are a few areas where 
Soviet weapons are distinctly better than anything available in the West. 
The traditional missions of the Soviet military can now be performed 
better, and new, more demanding missions can be undertaken. 

The ability to exploit technology has been an historic U.S. advantage. 
Indeed, in maintaining a military balance with the Soviet Union, the U.S. 
has relied upon the superiority of our military technology to offset the 
quantitative superiority of the Soviet forces in a number of important 
areas. That favorable technology lead has not yet been erased, but it is 
being eroded steadily. If the U.S. is to maintain the military balance 
over the long haul, we will need to sustain a continuing, aggressive 
effort in research and development. It would be exceedingly unwise to 
restrain ourselves from exploiting new technologies, for in the case of 
the U.S., to do so would be to cause us to struggle to maintain the balance 
without the use of one of our greatest competitive advantages. 

We cannot predict with certainty how the Soviets will employ the 
industrial capacity which is devoted to military hardware production. Yet 
on the basis of DoD planning within current constraints, and our most 
recent intelligence estimates of Soviet procurement planning, Soviet 
operational deployed inventories of most major weapon systems will, over 
the next 18 months, increase the already substantial quantitative leads 
they now possess. As I have pointed out, these new Soviet weapons are not 
crude. They embody the results of an intensive Soviet effort to advance 
their military technology, and provide significant improvements in mili
tary capability over the preceding generation of Soviet weaponry. In most 
areas of military technology, with certain significant exceptions, the 
U.S. maintains the lead we have relied upon in the past to achieve a 
satisfactory military balance. It is true, for example, that the· ·s~viets 
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cannot field an AWACS, strategic cruise missiles, or precision guided 
munitions of the quality available to the U.S. However, much of our 
technological advantages remain on the laboratory bench. Our procurement 
rates for most major systems are substantially less than those of the 
Soviets, and procurement affords the only method of deploying technology 
to the operational units. Therefore, as a result of the combination of 
Soviet procurement momentum and technological advances, we are in danger 
of losing the advantage in deployed military technology in the 1980s. 
It would then be of small comfort to us that we possess potential superi
ority in military capability. 

Conclusions 

To say that the future is bleak would be wrong, because to do so 
would be prejudging the decisions and investments the U.S. will be making 
in the near term. On the other hand, to say that the future is rosy would 
also be wrong, because to do so would be to ignore the manifest fact of 
the trends to date. What can be said is that, in large measure, the future 
is ours to influence. If the future were ours to control, we would ensure 
an appropriate and stable military balance through the efficient mechanism 
of equitable arms limitation agreements, as is our goal for SALT and MBFR. 
But the future is uncertain, and so complex that even successful agreements 
will only control some factors that determine the overall military balance. 
Thus, it is essential that we make those decisions and investments neces
sary to ensure that the United States will be able to deal effectively with 
the Soviet Union as future uncertainties unfold. 

A question which understandably lingers in the minds of many who 
consider the future has to do with whether the programs the President has 
proposed for the futur~ are sufficient. Put another way, if the trends 
are of such concern, shouldn't we be taking drastic, or at least more 
dramatic, steps? Both the President and I, among others, agree that what 
the U.S. defense programs need is not some massive "shot-in-the-arm," but 
rather a sustained effort which will allow us to use resources efficiently 
and effectively and, as importantly, which will give the U.S. the flexi
_bility to respond to the future as the major uncertainties unfold. 

We now have "rough equivalence" in the military balance with the 
Soviet Union. I think the American people clearly have the will to 
maintain the balance through any foreseeable future. What the U.S. needs 
now is to begin to arrest the trends, and to make the commitment for the 
long haul. 

Sincerely, 
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I am pleased to have the opportunity to join you this evening. Your 
industry plays a truly essential part in our national security. 

The talent of the electronics industry for invention and the application 
of invention has made our country the world's leader in this vital area of 
technology. As you know well, modern electronics has changed dramatically 
the nature of today's military capabilities. Information and data can be 

·processed in ways which were not thought of twenty, or even ten years ago. 
And, with the advent of more powerful and more accurate weapons have come 
more dependable command and control, strategic and tactical surveillance, 
and rapid, reliable communications. These technological developments are 
contributing substantially to our efforts to maintain world stability -
however imperfect that stability may be - and to the security of our country, 
And that, after all, is what the United States Defense establishment is about. 

To achieve our goal of a more stable world, effective, reliable and 
modern military forces are needed, in sufficient quantity and quality. That 
is the clear lesson of history. The power of our principal adversaries to 
attack and to intimidate is growing, both absolutely and relative to ours, 
and the fact that rather sudden technologicalbreakthrough1 have occurred 
and will continue to occur should tell us that we must work for even greater 
technological progress. 

As the Queen told Alice: "You must run hard just to stay in the same 
place; if you want to go anywhere, you must run twice as fast." 

The Soviet Union's expanding military capabilities --across the board 
are cause for concern for the United States and for all nations that value 
their independence and seek to live in peace. 

MORE 
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Thirty years ago we were the world's foremost military power. Today 
our military capability has slipped to what is described as "roughly 
equivalent" to the capabilities of the Soviet Union. The fact of this 
massive shift of power should come as no surprise. For the last 10 to 
15 years, Soviet capabilities have been expanding. Ours have not. Their 
trend has been one of growth. Our trend has been one of retrenchment. 
The combination of these trends has been decidely adverse to the United 
States. 

We have no choice but to consider, now, the unpleasant -- indeed, 
unacceptable -- consequences of a continuation of these trends relative 
to our national security, the strength of our alliances, and the future 
stability of the world. What is at stake is the future of this nation and, 
in a very real sense, freedom in the world. The decisions we make unques
tionably will give shape to our history and the.world's history for the 
rest of this century, and more. 

In short, if the trends in relative military power between the United 
States and the Soviet Union contifiue, as they have in past years, peace, 
stability in the world, and our security will be in jeopardy. I am con
vinced that the American people will not allow this to happen. I believe 
we will be wise enough to take the steps necessary to halt these adverse 
trends. 

It is well to understand clearly why we need to maintain "rough 
equivalence 11 

• • • why we cannot allow wishful thinking and repeated 
Congressional cuts in the Defense Budget, coupled with steady Soviet 
expansion, to move us to a position of inferiority. At the most basic 
level, it ensures our country's physical safety against the most likely 
source of danger. There are other reasons as well: 

The principles of liberty and independence must be given 
the weight and the importance they merit in our dealings 
with those who are hostile to political freedom and the 
God given rights of individuals. 

Further, our allies must know that they can,with our 
help, withstand either overt attack or the more subtle, 
indirect diplomatic and economic pressures that can erode 
the ability and the will to resist when confidence is 
lacking. 

Also, we must not discourage the support of those n~tions 
whose resources and cooperation we desire, but who, lacking 
a strong commitment in either direction, might see it to 
their advantage to establish closer relationships with our 
potential adversaries. 

MORE 
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Finally, we must, ourselves, know that the values and ideals 
which America embodies are important to. us and to the world -
however uncertain the world may be -- and we must make clear 
to ourselves and to the world our determination to defend and 
support them. 

Today, we have what most knowledgeable observers agree to be an 
acceptable balance. "Rough equivalence" means we have parity in some 
aspects of power, marked superiority in others, and a degree of infer
iority in still others -- adding up to an overall military balance with 
the Soviet Union. 

In strategic nuclear force, we possess -- and the Soviets know we 
possess -- a secure second-strike capability that can survive any attack 
of which they are currently capable and can inflict unacceptable damage 
in return -- a capability necessary to ensure a strong deterrent. 

Our general purpose forces are capable and flexible. Our Navy is 
adequate to the task of securing the most vital sea areas and, with our 
Allies, is capable of ensuring the essential sea lines of communication, 
although initial losses may be heavy. In Central Europe, U.S. and Allied 
forces are, we believe, capable of an adequate response to an attack by 
Warsaw Pact forces. 

In short, "sufficiency" is fact today. 

But the message of President Ford's budget is one that we won't have 
"sufficiency" if we keep on the way we have been going. The trends are 
clearly adverse. To maintain "rough equivalence" will require that we do 
something about the trends -- now. That effort must draw its strength from 
a public understanding of what we stand for and the continuing, fundamental 
difference -- in interests, values and ideals -- between ourselves and the 
Soviet Union. 

At times in past years, we have allowed ourselves -- as have other free 
peoples -- to be lulled into a false sense of security. The Soviet Union 
has chosen not to indulge in some of the more flamboyant forms of provocative 
and aggressive behavior that, in earlier periods, had kept us alert. Democ
racies, historically, prefer to direct their efforts and attention to domestic 
concerns when no clear-cut threat is imminent. As a result, we have engaged 
in what, in retrospect, must be called wishful thinking. Acting on the 
unrealistic assumption that a relaxation of some tensions with the Soviets, 
somehow lessened the need for continued strength and preparedness, we have 
seen repeated and substantial reductions in our defense budget -- cuts which 
have amounted to more than $38 billion over the past six years alone. 

The Soviets have never deviated from the basic conflict between their 
views and our belief in freedom, despite some relaxation of tension. Just 
last month, for example, at the 25th Communist Party Congress, General 
SecretaryBrezhnev made clear that there would be no change in their present 
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allocation of national resources. Military capabilities will continue 
to receive preference, as has been the case over the past 15 years. To 
further make the point of the growing strength of the military in the 
Soviet Union -- and the extent to which it dominates their society, the 
successful arms czar, Dimitri Ustinov, was given full Politburo status. 
His promotion, an unprecedented move, means that all five members of 
the Soviet Defense Council are now full members of the Politburo. 

In short, the Soviets have successfully undertaken a determined 
and massive buildup of their forces. The result has been an unmistakable 
shift of power in the world. Here are the facts -- the trends. They 
speak for themselves: 

First, the United States has been devoting consistently less real 
resources to defense; the Soviet Union has been devoting consistently 
more. By almost any indicator, the size of their military program 
exceeds our own now, and has done so for some years. In constant 
dollars, eliminating inflation--speaking only of real purchasing power 
the United States defense budget is about 14% lower now than it was in 
the early 1960s before the Vietnam buildup. Yet, while our defense 
program has dropped in real terms, the Soviets, with a smaller and 
poorer economy, have increased the size of their defense program 
steadily in real terms--by about a third over the past ten years. 
Estimating the extent of Soviet defense activities is complex for a 
number of reasons, including the secrecy of their closed society. But 
their defense program--in real terms--is now larger than our own by 
the most conservative estimates. This holds true for their military 
program in total, and for most major categories: they have more 
military manpower, they procure more military hardware systems, and 
their defense research and development program is larger. 

Second, U.S. military manpower has declined, while Soviet manpower 
has increased. Today, the Soviets have 4.4 million men under arms, 
not counting some 400,000 security forces and border guards -- more 
than double our 2.1 million. Their forces have grown by a third in 
the past decade. Ours have dropped. 

Third, the U.S. Navy has been shrinking; the Soviet Navy, expanding. 
We have half as many active ships in our fleet today as we did ten 
years ago. In those ten years, the Soviets have expanded their fleet 
dramaticallyand are apparently developing the ability to challenge 
United States control of the high seas. Since 1962, the Soviets have 
built more than 1,300 ships for their Navy -- the United States has 
built about 300. 

Next,our active tactical aircraft force levels have dropped by more 
than 40% since 1968, During the same period, the Soviets have in
creased theirs and have built a production base which is estimated 
to be half again as large as ours. 

MORE 
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Further, the Soviets have been making quantitative and qualitative 
improvements in their strategic nuclear forces. Today, they have a 
third again as many ICBM's as we do, and they have equalled us in the 
SLBM count. We, however, are still ahead in bomber force~ although 
our lead is diminishing. The Soviets have long been superior in throw
weight and megatonnage, but have been qualitatively inferior. Now 
theyare advancing in the critical areas of accuracy and MIRV tech
nology, where we long held the technological advantage. 

Certainly, no one indicator of relative military effort tells the 
whole story. Taken together, however, the trends present a clear picture 
of a shifting military balance. To fail to arrest the adverse trends would 
mean that we would find ourselves, in the years ahead, faced with a rival 
who doesn't believe in what we believe in, and who is able to threaten or 
intimidate much of the world. 

Indeed, if we were to allow our position to erode beyond the "rough 
equivalence" we have today, we would find that an advers~ry no longer needs 
to resort to physical force to damage our interests. A faltering of our 
alliances, a weakening of our ability to assure access to critical raw 
materials, or a growing sense of beleaguerment in a fragmented and threatening 
world could accomplish these purposes more economically for them than the 
blunt instrument of war. And, if we were to fail to protect our own interests, 
we would find that there is no one else in the world who could, or would, do 
it for us. 

To my amazement, there are some -- even in the Congress -- who profess 
to be unalarmed at the notion of this nation's slipping to second-rank. I 
can only assume that they have ignored the lessons of history and some ob
vious hard facts about the world today. Are we so accustomed to having power 
and being secure that -- as with good health -- we sometimes fail to recognize 
where we would be without them? Were the United States to lose the ability 
to influence events, we could not assume that our own well-being would be 
untouched. We would suffer economically and politically as our status declined, 
even before our security was threatened. 

The United States relies on imports for many critical raw materials, 
not to mention the billions of dollars we have invested overseas. Economically, 
therefore, we are,quite vulnerable if we cease to possess the power to make 
our voice heard and have our views given weight. 

Nor may we assume that the world would remain multipolar were U.S.power 
to slip below that of the Soviet Union. The more cord:f.al relationship we 
now share with the People's Republic of China-- as w~ll as the continuation 
of the Sino-Soviet split -- are heavily dependent on Peking's conviction 
that the United States is an effective counterweight to the Soviet Union. 
Were they to conclude otherwise, they would ha~e powerful incentives, both 
military and ideological, to patch things up with the Soviets -- a develop
ment that would pose both Communist giants in direct opposition to our 
interest and objectives. 

MORE 
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Western Europe, anxious and doubtful of the strength, steadiness and 
reliability of the United States, were these trends to continue, could 
be driven by the pressures of geography and force towards increasing accom
modation -- making their wealth, resources and technological know-how 
increasingly accessible to the Soviet Union. Already we see a growing 
acceptance of Communist parties in Europe. The explanation clearly cannot 
be genuine admiration for the way human beings are respected in the Soviet 
Union nor can it be their ability to provide their people with consumer 
goods or agricultural products. 

Finally, the oil producing countries of the Middle East, especially 
the Persian Gulf, could become increasingly vulnerable to Soviet influence 
and pressures. They are wealthybut they remain militarily weak. Our allies 
in Western Europe and Japan are critically dependent upon Middle East oil 
and, as a result of our unwillingness to enact a sound national energy policy, 
we have been importing more and more each year ourselves and thereby in
creasing our vulnerability. None of the Free World economies could afford 
to see the Soviets acquire the ability to block the flow of vital supplies 
of petroleum. 

The long and short of it is that the meaning of military power in our 
age goes far beyond its use in combat. Indeed, if our power is challenged 
to the extent that we must use it, it may correctly be said that our power 
was insufficient in the first place. The highest purpose of military pre
paredness is peace. If we remain militarily strong, we are far less likely 
to be forced to prove it. This is what deterrence is all about. 

I am confident that the American people understand these facts and will 
see the necessity to arrest the trends now evident. President Ford has com
mitted himself to a defense budget that will arrest the downtrends I have 
described. He made this decision after careful study and in a year when 
there was monumental pressure to hold down federal spending. The facts 
drove him to the conclusion that we must not wait another year. He is right. 
I am confident that the American people will reach the same conclusion. At 
issue now in the Congress is whether or not the people's Representatives 
will reverse the pattern of the past six years -- of cutting billions and 
billions from Defense -- in time to avoid injecting a fundamental instability 
into the world situation. 

The President's budget proposes a real increase in bud5et outlays over 
the amount provided by the Congress last year. It is a solid budget, pre
pared in full awareness of the need for economy and effictency in the use 
of defense resources. It is a restrained budget, in whi\;h a deliberate 
attempt was made to devote more resources to investment and readiness, rather 
than to items which don't contribute to defense or deterrence. It represents 
the first step in what must be a steady effort, over a period of years, to 
maintain the balance so essential to our hopes for stability and peace. 

In this effort, the electronics industry will continue to play a vital 
part. This will require research, development, imagination, and practical 
application. The President's budget proposes nearly $11 billion, almost 10% 
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of the total, for research, development, testing, and evaluation 
across a broad spectrum of technologies, including electronics. At 
least two of the four overseeing Committees of Congress have fully 
supported that request. One did not. This investment in the future 
is clearly necessary to assure the momentum of U.S. technology. 

We must apply our technological know-how to the challenge of reducing 
costs with the same vigor that we increase performance. We are taking steps 
to consolidate requirements common to all the Services, to avoid redundant 
efforts. You can help us by concentrating your resources and technological 
expertise. 

The promise of electronics for improving our future defense posture 
depends, in large measure, on the continued close cooperation between the 
Defense Department and private industry. This close relationship has helped 
us develop and retain our lead in advanced electronics and has, literally, 
worked a pocketful of miracles. 

With respect to that relationship, let me digress for a moment. 

As you know, there has been a series of disclosures alleging improper 
activities stretching over fifteen years or so, and involving private 
corporations and a number of Defense Department employees, both past and 
present, military and civilian. The Department of Defense is taking measures 
to deal with improprieties and to establish and administer appropriate 
standards of conduct to keep those relationships constructive and in accord 
with the public trust. 

In applying standards of conduct, I recognize that we are dealing with 
human beings who have rendered, and continue to render, dedicated and valu
able service to this Department and to the country. I also recognize that 
public officials are not error-proof, that the rules, directives, and regu
lations can be complex, and that from time to time the norms of our society 
shift somewhat. However, understandably, public officials are held to a 
higher standard and must strive to live up to it. 

MORE 
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The test of an "arms length" relationship is not easy. To do their jobs, 
those in Government must deal with those outside of Government on a daily basis. 
Such a relationship is necessary to assure that Government is serving the nation 
well. The task -- and it is not an easy one -- is to see that the interactions 
between those in Government and those with whom they will deal are extensive 
enough to assure the necessary exchange of information, but at the same time to 
see that they are not so intimate that, in fact or appearance, they improperly 
affect the decisions of Government. The appearance of impropriety alone, 
however innocent, can so adversely affect public trust that the effectiveness 
of Government is diminished. 

However, we must seek to balance those various factors so that we do not 
so unduly complicate or inhibit the process of Government that good men and 
good women refuse to participate -- either as Government employees or as con
tractors for the Government -- out of fear that their integrity will be impugned 
by allegations involving an appearance of impropriety where none existed. 

I am determined that the conduct of every military and civilian employee 
of the Department be consistent with requirements of law and regulations. I 
am convinced that Government must be able to attract the most talented of our 
nation both as employees and as contractors. The responsibilities of our nation's 
security and the public we serve require no less. 

The challenges of the years ahead will require all of our talent and dedica
tion. This is not a friendly world for free people. This is not a time when 
democracy is thriving. Indeed, free peoples are being challenged around the 
world, and the outcome is by no means assured. 

The problem I have emphasized this evening -- the matter of arresting 
the adverse trends -- stands at the top of the national agenda. I am confident 
that the American people, as before in our history, will prove capable of the 
wisdom and determination the task requires. We are a people who thrive on 
challenge. We are sometimes wrong on lesser things, but the American people 
have been consistently right in their thinking on major matters. Building a 
safer world and sustaining the strength to keep it so, is an honorable task. 

I thank all of you for your important contributions. 

END 
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Announcement of 
Treaty of Underground Nuclear Explosions 

for Peaceful Purposes (PNE Treaty) 

The United States and the Soviet Union have signed the Treaty 

on Underground Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful Purposes to 

complement the treaty limiting nuclear weapons. The treaty, the 

result of intensive negotiations since October 1974, permits for the 

first time American observers inside the USSR to verify an arms 

control agreement. This is a valuable precedent for future arms 

control. 

The treaty limits peaceful nuclear explosions (PNEs) to 

yields of 150 kilotons -- the same limit placed on nuclear weapon 

tests by a companion treaty signed by the United States and Soviet 

Union in July 1974. These limits were made the same in recognition 

of the fact that even after some 25 years of design and testing, 

nuclear explosions for peaceful applications and for weapon applications 

remain indistinguishable. 

The PNE Treaty is also accompanied by an agreement that 

all testing of nuclear explosives -- even those intended for peaceful 

application --will be carried out at weapon test sites, and so will 

be considered as nuclear weapon tests. 
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The earlier treaty on the Limitation of Underground Nuclear 

Weapon Tests --or Threshold Test Ban Treaty-- did not cover 

underground nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes; but called 

for negotiating a separate agreement to cover such explosions. The 

treaty signed today fulfills the three basic U.S. criteria that were 

specified: 

Peaceful underground nuclear explosions must not 

provide weapon-relateti benefits precluded by the 

Threshold Test Ban Treaty. 

This must be adequately verifiable. 

The treaty must be consistent with existing obligations, 

in particular the Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963. 

Specifically, the latest treaty prohibits any individual nuclear 

explosion for peaceful purposes of a yield greater than 150 kilotons, 

any group of individual explosions of a total yield exceeding I. 5 megatons 

(1500 kilotons), and reaffirms compliance with the Limited Test Ban 

Treaty of 1963. 

The present PNE Treaty sets out detailed arrangements 

for verification, and specifies the information to be furnished by 

the party carrying out the explosion. On-site observation to verify 

compliance is allowed, for all group explosions having total yields 
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exceeding 150 kilotons. In addition, observers may be permitted 

on the basis of consultation between the parties for group explosions 

having total yields between 100 and 150 kilotons. The observers 

will be allowed to bring and use their own equipment for verification. 

The number of observers and their specific rights and functions are 

linked directly to the total yield and num.ber of individual explosions 

in a group. 

The treaty provides for a 1Joint Consultative Commission to 

consider compliance questions that may arise and to develop any 

further implementation procedures that may be needed. 

The Limited Test Ban Treaty of 1963 prohibits nuclear weapon 

testing in the atmosphere, under water, and in outer space. In that 

same treaty, the parties further agreed not to carry out any nuclear 

explosion for any purpose in any environment, including underground, 

that would cause radioactive debris to be present outside the borders 

of the country in which the explosion takes place. Under the terms 

of the present PNE Treaty, the parties reaffirm their commitment 

to conduct peaceful nuclear explosions in compliance with the 1963 

treaty. 

Both the PNE Treaty and the Threshold Test Ban Treaty will 

. ; 

be sent to the Senate for ratification. 
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MAY 4 1976 

THE PRESIDENT AND THE COLLIER TROPHY 

Each year since 1911, the Robert J. Collier Trophy has been awarded annually 
by the National Aeronautic Association "for the greatest achievement in aeronautics or 
astronautics in America, with respect to improving the performancep efficiency or safety 
of air or space vehicles, the value of which has been thoroughly demonstrated by actual use 
during the preceding year. " 

It was traditional up until the Vietnam War for the President of the United States 
to either present the trophy to the awardee or to be associated in some way with the ceremony. 

This year, the Collier Committee selected DavidS. Lewis, Chairman of the Ibard 
of General Dynamics, and the new U. S. Air Force F-16 Air Combat Fighter to receive this 
trophy for calendar year 1975. /// 

On May 12, 1976, there will be an awards dinner aytlle Mayflower Hotel where the 
aviation community, both Government a,ru civilian, will meey{o honor the Collier Trophy 
recipient. John Connally of Texas will 'e the principal spE}S1<er at the banquet. 

I 
To reestablish the traditionjof the Preside 's participation in the award of this 

most coveted trophy, it is suggested th<lt five or ten inutes be set aside sometime at the 
President's convenience in the White H'fse for his rief appearance with the recipient and the 
trophy for national and worldwide reco~ition so etime prior to the dinner on May 12. 

i 
I 

Briefly, some reasons in suJ>port President Ford's participation are: 
i 

1) To reestablish the tra~ti in this, our Nation's Bicentennial Year. 
1 

2) To recognize the awar to the greatest fighter aircraft since the P-51 that 
has been accepted by the U. S. Air Force and the NATO countries without a 
trace of impropriety. 

3) To acknowledge that la.v cost, high performance weapons systems can be 
developed in these days of high cost, over-sophisticated systems. 

4) To identify with this latest Air Force airplane with its distinctive red, white 
and blue colors. The F-16 has become symbolic of America through its out
standing flight performance in competition with the French at the Paris Air 
Show in June 1975 and during its flight demonstrations throughout Europe 
in the summer of that year. 

5) To associate with this award in an election year would further promote the 
President's position on strong defense and would gain enthusiastic support 
from those thousands of workers in Texas, California, Maryland, Indiana, 
Ohio, New York and some 12 other participating States who are now involved 
in building these aircraft for our Armed Forces. ,. . f c R"')" 

"" (' 
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6) To alleviate the unwarranted concern on the part of the NATO countries 
that question whether or not the United States really supports the F- 16 
Air Combat Fighter. The airplane does have the full support of the 
Department of Defense, the U. S. Air Force, the Congress, and the 
Industry. 

It appears that the pluses to the ?.resident, to national defense, to our foreign 
allies, and to the airplane that would accrue as a result of this brief audience with the ?.resident 
on May 12 warrant the careful consideration of the White House. 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Washington, 0. G. • 01 7·2808 • Cable-NATAERO 

DAVID S. LEWIS OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 
AND THE F-16 AIR FORCE- INDUSTRY TEAM 

SELECTED AS 1975 COLLIER TROPHY RECIPIENTS 

WASHINGTON( D. c H March 11 r 1976 --- David s. Lewis, Chairman of the Board, 
General Dynamics Corporation, and the USAF-Industry Team that produced the F-16 
fighter aircraft have been designated as the recipients of the Robert J. CollierTrophy 
for 1975. 

The Robert J. Collier Selection Committee, appointed by John P. Henebry, President 
of the Nattonal Aeronautic Association, was chaired by James R. Shepley, President, 
Time_, Inc., and consisted of 26 distinguished aerospace leaders and authorities 
who unanimously selected the F-16 program from a list of outstanding nominees. 

The Committee in honoring Mr. Lewis, representing the USAF-Industry F-16 Team, 
took into consideration the outstanding strides in aviation technology and design 
innovations incorporated into the F-16 which has set significant new standards in 
fighter aircraft performance that was amply demonstrated during 1975. 

The F-16 prototypes have met or surpassed all design goals set by the USAF to the 
extent that in 1975 the aircraft was chosen both by the Air Force and a consortium 
of four NATO nations. 

Although lightweight and relatively low cost, the F-16 has 2.3 times the combat 
radius of previous fighters on an air-superiority mission with each aircraft carrying 
its design air-to-air armament and flying the same combat maneuvers. Its high 
thrust-to-weight ratio and low wing loading permit it to out-tum or out-maneuver 
any threat aircraft in the classic air combat arena. 

Before assuming the position of Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of General 
Dynamics in 1970, Mr. Lewis was associated with the design. and development of 
two other outstanding aircraft-- the McDonnell F-4 and the McDonnell DouglasF-15. 

The Collier Trophy will be presented to Mr. Lewis on May 12, 1976 at a banquet 
hosted jointly by the National Aeronautic Association and the National Aviation Club 
at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. c. 
The Trophy, which is awarded annually by NAA "for the greatest achievement in aero
nautics or astronautics in America, with respect to improving the performance, effi
ciency or safety of air or space vehicles, the value of which has been thoroughly 
demonstrated by actual use during the preceding year, n was established in 1912 by 
Robert J. Collier, publisher and pioneer aviation enthusiast. NAA is the official 
U.S. representative of the Federation Aeronautique lnternationale, the organization 
responsible for the authentication of all official aviation and space records on a 
worldwide basis, and is composed of more than 65 member nations. 

- 30-



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

OFFICIAL BUSINESS 

Honorable J ack Marsh 

The White House 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

July 26, 1976 

Dear Bill: 

Congratulations on the fine job that you 
and members of your staff did in reference 
to the recent veto vote on the Military Con
struction Bill. 

This was a fine victory for a number of 
reasons. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely, 

• Marsh, Jr. 
ellor to the President 

The Honorable William K. Brehm 
Assistant Secretary o£ Defense 

(Legislative Affairs) 
Room 3E882 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D. C. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE '/.P 
MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

WASHINGTON 

July 27, 1976 

JACK MARSH 
MAX FRIEDERSDORF 
BRENT SCOWCROFT 

BOB WOLTHUIS ~~/J 

SUBJECT: B-1 Bomber and Senate Defense Appropriation 

This morning Les Janka, Cathy DiSebour and I met with Don Sanders 
and Air Force Legislative types to discuss the B-1 situation in the Senate. 
I think the following information will be helpful to you. 

1. On a motion to strike the Proxmire Amendment from the Defense 
Appropriation bill, Air Force figures they have 46 yeas and 50 nays. 
Four are undecided. This makes a Senate floor vote very risky. 

a. McGovern may offer an amendment to kill the whole program, 
but I'm told the liberals are trying to convince him to abstain 
from doing so. 

b. Tunney, Cranston and Taft , all States with big pieces of 
B-1 action may offer striking motions on Proxmire, but 
Air Force feels they can be turned off if our decision is to 
fight the issue in conference. 

2. The Conferees on the Defense Appropriation bill are expected to 
be as follows: 

Senate Position on B-1 * House Position on B-1 * 
McClellan ok Mahon ok 
Stennis ok Sikes ok 
Pastore ? Flood ok 
Magnuson ok Addabbo No 
Mansfield No McFall ok 
McGee ok Flynt ok 
Montoya ok Giaimo ok 
Inouye No Chappell ok 
Young ok Burleson ok 
Hruska ok Edwards ok 
Case No Robinson ok 
Fong ok Kemp ok 
Stevens ok Cederberg ok 
Schweiker ? 
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;'< These are Air Force estimates. The Senate estimate stems from the 
SAC vote on the Proxmire amendment which carried by a 15-14 vote. 
The House estimate comes from HAC votes and the floor vote on the B -1. 
Magnuson says he will be okay in Conference but won't embarrass 
Scoop Jackson on the floor. Pastore and Schweiker are unknown factors 
as of now. 

Recommendations~ 

1. The Senate supporters of the B-1 should not offer an amendment to 
strike the Proxmire Amendment. 

2. The battle should be waged in the Conference where the figures, 
if the Air Force is accurate, look like 12-1 in favor of the B-1 among 
House Conferees and 9-5 among Senate Conferees. 



PllOMc 

DICJC CBBNBY 

JACJt MARSH 

In refereaoe to ~e flap that 1a OOOUT!at' on the 
uioa1satloa qgeaUoa 1a the ai11ury, ~la appuea~ly 
aria .. out of an ..,if'IO'la par-.raph 1D a..., oYer 
Don' • alCJUtan which relat..S to t:l:le allbj~ .-.rally. 

Tile puA9ftph appuatt9 • i:o be auoeptible to no 
J.ntenupt..lolla. 

!'he ..-o relat: .. .--ally Jo lahe DefenM poal~ioa oa 
llllioaiaatioa. I nact the par&tz'aplt. aa an effort: to 
4111Ua9'liab ~P 1a unioaa oqaiaad.ou fro~~ 
.-berahlp ia oquiaat.iolla that pz'OM'te HrYic~ • • 
beaeflta aucll aa AUlA, APA aa4 aiailar oqulaatloaa 
for both officen aD4 ealiet:ecl MD. SoweYU', appu:e:llt:ly 
SOlie read the paragraph to GODClude that: it 4oea not 
pnh.t.b1t aioD mesberllhip 1ft a 'Gftioa-type Grflaaiaad.oa 
ao l0D9 aa the orqaniaation ia forbidden t:o en9a9e in 
certain AfftiYltiea. 

I epoke t.o DoD on t:.be phone about. thia. Be hu at:ron9 
views that: traCk the Adaln~at:ion•a poa1~ on tbia 
iaaue bu I told •u·,.~- ... taeMu6rmtba the 
.. tter uiala9 from the OODt.roYenial ..... ._.. He 
pl- t:o look !Dt:o tllat aDd told .. he wu ca11ia9 a 
..et.in9 of of key people ill hia J:t\1114b.f to CJO oYer 
the .. t:ter. 

JOM/dl 




